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RUN No. 2064 32 Rowland Cres. Summerhill Hare: Fingers

Run Report:
Fingers summons the Hashers at 6:30 pm sharp, what time does
LH3 start??. You will need your wits about you tonight or you
will get lost, I have set an interesting run turn left at the bottom
of the driveway and follow the arrows with an “F” at the
bottom. The trail heads south down Rowland Cres, left into Walnut Grove a quick left into Hardwicke St and another left into
Peel St has the pack heading east. The trail heads down the first
street to the right Morris St, which leads to the first check at the
corner of Jessica Place. The trail is soon found at the end of Jessica Place leading into the walking track to the Summerdale Primary School. This is soon found to be False Trail as it comes
into Sarah Court. The front runners back track and find Slomo
calling ON ON further down Morris St (did he have some inside
info like John Gay). Slomo leads the pack down Morris St into
Westbury Rd and another check just past St Pats school on Mt
Leslie Rd.. The front runners quickly check further down Mt Leslie Rd and pick up the trail. A further 400
meters down Mt Leslie Rd they are confronted by another “F.T” Backtracking to St. Pats school Gumboots checks up Westbury Rd and calls ON ON. The pack catches Gumboots just behind the Fire Station
where Gumboots says I am not really ON, I thought I was lost and got lonely on my own“ This is how we
do it in New Zealand”. I’ll give you this is how we do it in Bloody New Zealand Goblet says as he heads
back down Mt Leslie Rd and finds the real trail heading up Westminster Way through Trafalgar Square to
another check at the Richard St corner. The pack is lost they cannot find the start of the trail and they are
not letting Gumboots check in case he gets lost again. After much swearing and cursing the trail is finally
found in a laneway leading onto Cheltenham Way. The trail leads to the ON Home at the corner of Mcrae
place and Holyman drive. A 900 meter jog has the pack back at Fingers ranch in time for the AFL special
on the Essendon supplement saga. Another great Summerhill run of about 7.5Km with plenty of backtracking to keep the pack together.

ON ON:
Kevin Rudd is nervously downing his first Boags stubbie at “The
Last Chance Saloon “in his electorate of Griffith , James Hurd
has just finished his tenth Boags stubbie at the “No Chance Saloon” in Essendon as the Hashers start to return to Rowland
Cres. Fingers has converted his garage into the “LH3 Saloon”,
the Television is tuned into the live broadcast of the Essendon
drug saga. The kegs are tapped, fire pot is stoked up and the
barby is ready to go.. The hardened Essendon supporters are
gathered around the TV as the AFL are about to deliver the verdict and what sanctions are to be applied. All the Hashers are
back when the G.M announces I will not be able to make it to
the Tour De Piss at Ulverstone at the weekend, I am booked
into the LGH on Thursday for some painful delicate surgery on
my best pal and I will be out of action in more than one way for
a few days. This has left the Hashers wondering what the GM is
up to, could it be phalloplasty. As the G.M scurries off to fill his
grail he says if you had been taking notice during the nude runs
you would know what I am having done. Has this confirmed it
as phalloplasty ???.The G.M returns with his replenished grail
and makes another announcement the G.M is providing free
barbecue food at next weeks run, Steak, Burgers and Foreskin
sausages. The attention is suddenly taken away from the G.M
as the AFL are about to announce the Essendon sanctions.
With the sanctions over and done with it is joke time and Tyles
has a captive audience as he tells a joke about the down and
out couple who decide to turn the wife out onto the street to
earn a few extra dollars. The troops are getting hungry and the
barby is fired up while Goblet steps in and excels at delivering
the skulls in the Australian Way.

Skulls:
Goblet the J.M (Always thinking of others) has
again stepped up as the Lip while Spyder is on another sojourn to Asia
This is how we do it in Australia, if you are lost on a
run you call “ Are You” Not “ON ON” up you get
Gumboots.
This is how we do it in Australia we do not participate in insider trading. Up you get Slomo
This is not how we do it in Australia, The travelling
Grey Nomad fitted an after market high performance chip to his new Toyota compter box before
he set off to the centre of Australia. The Toyota
went into limp home mode half way around Australia and the Grey Nomad had to visit the local
Toyota service centre to get an original chip installed. Up you get Boong
This is how we do it in Australia we are real men
we don't get circumcised until we wear the end of
our Penis away. Up you get Tagg..
This is how we do it in Australia you get your footy
tipping in before the start of the first game not at
half time. Up you get One Hump

Raffle:
Hash Pash has decided he will be buying his meat
prizes on a Tuesday from now and will get them off
the Metro bus into the fridge in a timely manner.
This week he has gone away fro the meat tray to
three dressed chooks.

Three Fresh Chooks: Bugsy.
Bottle Cooking wine: Fingers.
Six pack Boags: Boong

Committee
GM: Tagg, JM: Goblet, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Pash, Trail master: Inlet, Horn: Mr. Sheen, Lip: Spyder,
Scribe: Bugsy
Receding Hare Line
3rd. September Hare Gumboots 24 Redwood Cres Youngtown The G.M is providing free barby food Steak,
burgers and sausages.
10 th September Hare Two Bob 3 Wenlock way prospect.
More Hares required see Inlet before he nominates you to set a run.
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au
5th September Hare Inspector Gadget 12 Mcrae Pl. Prospect
12th September Hare Magpie 67 Havelock St. Summerhill

19th September Full Moon Run Hare Boong Fifty’s Diner Deloraine
LH3 web site

www.launcestonhashhouseharriers.blogspot.com.au
Joke of the Week
The G.M goes to his doctor to arrange his circumcision, the doctor says you need a physical first and
gets sent to the Urologist as a precaution.
When he gets there, he discovers the Urologist is a very pretty female doctor.
The female doctor says, "I'm going to check your prostate first, but this new procedure is a little different
from what you are probably used to.
I want you to lie on your right side, bend your knees, then while I check your prostate, take a deep breath
and say,
"99."
The G.M obeys and says,
"99."
The doctor says, "Great", now turn over on your left side and again, while I repeat the check, take a deep
breath and say, "99." Again, the G.M says,
"99."
The doctor said, "Very good". Now then, I want you to lie on your back with your knees raised slightly. I'm
going to check your prostate with this hand, and with the other hand I'm going to hold on to your penis to
keep it out of the way. Now take a deep breath and say,
"99."
The G.M begins,
"One...
two.
three."

